The Engineered Drainage System

Terrain Soil & Waste products have been developed and manufactured in the UK to provide Engineers and Installers with a unique and innovative PVC-u drainage system. Being comprehensive and adaptable, the Terrain drainage system is renowned for utilizing solvent welded joints for permanent, reliable connections, together with the ability to fully manage and control expansion.

The range includes a full complement of soil & waste fittings, an overflow system, traps and WC pan connectors. Primarily manufactured from PVC or MuPVC (high temperature waste), as well as PP (Traps & WC Connectors), Terrain conforms fully, where applicable, with the relevant British Standards, and bears the Kitemark approval.

- BS 4514:2001 PVC Soil and Ventilation Pipes, Fittings and Accessories
- BS EN 1329:2000 Plastic Piping Systems for Soil and Waste Discharge
- BS EN 1566:2000 Plastic Piping Systems for Soil and Waste Discharge (Chlorinated)

Recognizing the demands of today’s need for environmentally friendly products throughout the construction industry, Terrain is manufactured from a lead-free formulation, providing fully recyclable products.

As a truly engineered system, Terrain drainage is designed for commercial, public and residential applications, including high-rise and super high-rise buildings. The system is fully supported with locally-based technical engineers to assist with a ‘fit and forget’ design and installation. A comprehensive specification schedule for Terrain PVC Drainage is available at www.polypipe.com/middleeast, including full installation and design guidelines.

For further assistance please contact our Technical Team on:
+971 (0) 4 807 3000  middleast@polypipe.com  www.polypipe.com/middleeast